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All  pool rules apply: see https://radiancetx.org/wp-
content/uploads/2022/04/2022-Standing-and-Supplemental-
Rules_RadPool_FINAL.pdf 

To repeat some: no glass, no smoking, no alcohol, no pets, no fire/barbecues anywhere 
on pool property. Please tell your guests before they come out. 

We limit the number of parties in a week to one party of up to 15 attendees total. Party 
scheduling must accommodate any other events already on the pool’s calendar.  No 
party will be scheduled within 48 hours before or after a Radiance Potluck (7pm 
alternating Sunday evenings; schedule posted separately and subject to change). Contact 
the pool manager at pool@radiancetx.org to schedule a date and time for your party. 

Please note: Other pool members are allowed to use the pool at any time, including 
during your party time slot.  

Party hosts must pay cleanup costs. Pool manager’s hourly rate is $25 and is billed by the 
quarter-hour, paid by cash, or check made payable to Jeanine Christensen. A $50 
minimum deposit is required when you schedule your party and covers labor spent on 
recovery measures: cleaning and resetting the outhouse, resetting pool water chemistry, 
pool filter(s), and cleaning up of pool grounds. Successful completion of the party host 
checklist is meant to keep recovery costs to a minimum. Additional labor may be billed to 
you if recovery labor exceeds 2 hours. 

Party host checkl ist 

• Make sure all guests shower thoroughly prior to getting in the pool water. 
• Make sure all guests take out what they bring in, including toys and used 

diapers. 
• Make sure pool water is kept clear of food and drink. 
• Sweep your party’s areas clean of food and debris. Dustpan and broom are 

hanging in pergola.  
• Remove all party debris from pool water and skimmer baskets. Pool net is 

stored on the side of the pool shed wall. 
• Haul your trash and recycling out with you, to be disposed of at your place. 
• Turn off all lights on pool grounds. 
• Make sure the pool gate locks securely behind you when you leave. 

Party requirements 

1. Party time is at most 3 hours. This is out of consideration for all other Radiance 
Pool users. There is a “no noise after 10 pm” rule inside Radiance’s borders. All 
pool parties (including host’s cleanup) need to be finished by 10 pm. 
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2. Guests must abide by pool rules; these are posted on the pool gate, onsite on 
pool bulletin board and shed wall, and in the paperwork you signed to become a 
pool member.  Any person found not following these rules will be asked to leave 
and the person responsible for the party will not be allowed to schedule future 
pool parties. You are responsible and liable for the actions of your guests. 

3. Pool gate must remain locked at al l  t imes. No exceptions. Please do 
not prop the gate open. Our insurance policy AND Texas state law 
require the pool gate to be locked. Leave your key in the lock, and consider 
tying it to the gate so no one mindlessly pockets the key. 

4. A walkthrough with the pool manager or RPOA board member at the end of your 
party may be required. This is to verify that the party host checklist has been 
successfully completed. 


